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Abstract. Interactivity is defined by Henri (1992) as a three-step process involving
communication of information, a response to this information, and a reply to that first
response. It is a key dimension of computer-mediated communication, particularly in
the one-on-one communication involved in an electronic mentoring program. This
report analyzes the interactivity between pairs of corporate research scientists (mentors)
and university biology students (prote´ge´s) during two consecutive implementations of
an electronic mentoring program. The frequency and structure of the interactions
within each pair were examined to provide context: 542 messages were posted among
the 20 mentors and 20 prote´ge´s. These messages were formed into 5–10 threads per pair,
with 3–4 messages per thread, indicating a high level of interactivity (there were more
responses posted than independent messages). Mentor–prote´ge´ pairs rated as effective
by both mentors and prote´ge´s posted more messages overall, had well-structured
threads, had prote´ge´ and mentor postings that were similar in topic coverage and
message length, and had little overt ‘‘management’’ behavior by mentors. However,
there appears to be no clear recipe for successful interaction. Not only are there a
variety of factors at play in developing an online relationship in this context, but
mentor–prote´ge´ pairs can falter at various stages in the process and in various ways.
Keywords: computer-mediated communication, computer-supported collaborative
learning, electronic mentoring, instructional technology, social interaction
Introduction
Mentoring has long been recognized as an effective process to help
students and young professionals grow and develop new skills and
attitudes, and it is practiced today in both educational and corpo-
rate settings. However, time and distance constraints can prevent the
development of mentoring relationships, as is the case for undergrad-
uate and graduate science students in rural and lower socioeconomic
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areas, who rarely have the opportunity to interact with scientists
face-to-face. Most corporate and university research scientists are
concentrated at research facilities and rarely have the leisure to travel
to rural and lower socioeconomic colleges and universities to interact
with students there. If such contact were possible, students would be
exposed to a much wider range of perspectives on scientific and pro-
fessional issues. Such exposure would increase the likelihood that they
would envision themselves undertaking a career in scientific research.
Electronic mentoring, sometimes called e-mentoring or telementor-
ing, involves the use of asynchronous and synchronous information
and communications technology (such as electronic mail or computer
conferencing) to support interaction between participants, allowing
them to interact across geographical distances with fewer scheduling
constraints. Furthermore, e-mail and similar text-based communica-
tion can blend the informality of conversation with the benefits
of written correspondence, encouraging reflection and providing an
enduring record of the exchange.
An electronic mentoring program is one way to at least partially
overcome the distance between science students in rural and lower
socioeconomic areas and the scientists who could mentor them. How-
ever, it is not at all clear that the expected benefits of a mentoring
program could be attained if that mentoring is computer-mediated.
Attainment of those goals is dependent upon the quality and quantity
of the interactions between mentors and their prote´ge´s.
The current study examines the interactions between corporate
scientists and biology students in two lower socioeconomic rural and
urban historically black1 universities as they communicated during a
Web-based electronic mentoring program. In addition to being an
interesting example of e-mentoring, the results deepen our under-
standing of interactivity during asynchronous computer-mediated
communication and how interactivity relates to the effectiveness of
computer-mediated mentoring relationships.
Background
Previous electronic mentoring programs are reviewed here, with
particular emphasis on evaluations of those programs. In addition,
1 ‘‘In the United States, historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs) primarily serve
African American students and seldom have sufficient resources or necessary infrastructure to
support faculty and student research or doctoral education’’ (Adessa & Sonnenwald, 2003). His-
torically minority universities include both historically black universities and historically Native
American universities; there are 12 historically minority universities in the state of North Carolina.
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previous studies that have focused on interactivity during computer-
mediated communication are reviewed.
Mentoring in a new medium
A number of large-scale electronic mentoring projects have been
established, each intended for a particular audience of mentors and
prote´ge´s. Several large-scale programs, e.g., the International Tele-
mentor Program established in 1995 (http://telementor.org), connect
primary and secondary students with experts who assist them with
coursework. Similarly, Electronic Emissary (http://emissary.ots.utex-
as.edu/emissary/index.html) assembles teams of students, mentors,
teachers, and facilitators to collaborate via e-mail on projects pro-
posed by teachers. Other programs – such as MentorNet (http://
www.mentornet.net/index.html); Telementoring Young Women in
Science and Engineering (http://www.edc.org/CCT/telementoring/);
and CyberSisters (http://www.cyber-sisters.org/) – have been targeted
specifically at women. Preliminary outcomes from these programs
have been largely positive, but no studies have looked closely at the
amount and quality of interactions between mentors and prote´ge´s.
Most research on electronic mentoring has focused on informing
the design of future programs and identifying general ingredients for
success. For example, research suggests that initial training should
clarify participant roles (O’Neill et al., 1996) and establish program
goals and expectations (Muller, 1997). O’Neill and Gomez (1998)
propose that the ‘‘purposeful orchestration’’ of e-mentoring pro-
grams will lead to an increase in interest-driven partnerships and a
decrease in abortive and perfunctory dialogues. According to Harris
et al. (1996), the development of successful e-mentoring relationships
depends on: (a) frequent, regular contact; (b) active, inquiry-based
and student-centered communication; and (c) ‘‘multidimensional
communication utilizing intellect and emotion, balancing personal
and scholastic information shared in the exchange’’ (Harris et al.,
1996, p. 56).
In an effort to develop a more detailed understanding of mentoring
discussions, a few studies have attempted to categorize the messages
exchanged by mentors and students. An early study (Murfin, 1994)
coded messages by tone (friendly, neutral, or unfriendly), content (sci-
ence, no science mentioned), and type (managerial/administrative,
career-related, or personal). The number of personal messages showed
a steady increase over time, the number of managerial messages
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(i.e., messages used to coordinate or manage the communication
process itself) decreased somewhat over time, and the number of
career-related messages did not change. Message tone changed over
time, becoming less neutral and more friendly.
O’Neill (1998) suggests that diversity in the types of assistance and
support provided may itself be the defining characteristic of electronic
mentoring. Two studies have attempted to better define this diversity
by categorizing messages in terms of functions or strategies employed
by participants. Harris and Jones (1999) identified 21 such functions
in three basic classes (‘‘reporting information,’’ ‘‘requesting informa-
tion,’’ and ‘‘other’’), but noted that a single message typically per-
formed more than one perceived function. Similarly, Tsikalas et al.
(2000) identified about 30 strategies/functions exercised by students,
mentors, and teachers in creating and maintaining project-based on-
line mentoring relationships. They differentiated between ‘‘process’’
strategies, which made ‘‘explicit the phases of purpose, tone, or inten-
sity that a conversation is expected to move through over time’’
(Tsikalas et al., 2000, p. 4) and community-building functions, which
promoted a shared sense of purpose and the benefits of participation.
They concluded that it is important to expand mentors’ conceptions
of their own roles and functions; and that students who were aware
of their own needs for specific kinds of assistance and support, and
who were proactive in seeking this assistance, had more successful
e-mentoring relationships.
Bennett et al. (1998) surveyed participants to find out which topics
they had discussed online as part of the Telementoring project, aimed
at connecting high school girls with women in science and technology
related fields. The study found that topics falling under the headings
of ‘‘college’’ and ‘‘career’’ dominated the exchanges (e.g., college life
and college courses or career opportunities and the mentor’s career),
closely followed by ‘‘personal issues’’ (e.g., confidence, time manage-
ment, and balancing family and work). Frequently personal interests
unrelated to science were used as a springboard for discussing science.
Interestingly, the researchers noticed a difference between mentors’
and students’ perceptions of their conversations. Many mentors
reported that they did not feel they had provided any guidance
because they communicated only minimally with their prote´ge´s or
they believed they had not explored any substantive issues. Mentors
expected more specific career-oriented conversations, and ‘‘what might
have been regarded as casual chat by mentors was viewed as mean-
ingful exchanges for students’’ (Bennett et al., 1998, p. 17). These
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findings are similar to conclusions drawn in a study (Young &
Perrewe´, 2000) of traditional, face-to-face mentoring: mentors valued
career-related behaviors exhibited by prote´ge´s, while prote´ge´s placed
more emphasis on social behaviors exhibited by mentors.
Thus, research on electronic mentoring has identified key factors in
fostering successful interactions between prote´ge´s and mentors. These
factors include message frequency, strategies to build relationships,
and prote´ge´s’ and mentors’ different perspectives on discussion topics.
A detailed analysis of how these factors evolve during mentoring rela-
tionships would increase our understanding of interactivity among
mentors and prote´ge´s and patterns that appear to lead to successful
(and less successful) mentoring experiences. Research on computer-
mediated communication (CMC), especially in educational settings,
offers some expertise and tools for gaining a deeper understanding of
interactivity in this context.
Interactivity in computer-mediated communication (CMC)
CMC has been found to both enhance and inhibit interaction.
Because CMC lacks much of the richness of face-to-face interaction
(body language, tone of voice, facial expressions, etc.), some studies
conclude that CMC fosters impersonal interaction. Walther and Bur-
goon (1992) cite the removal of visual communication cues as a
particular disadvantage, because nonverbal behavior generally carries
relational information. In an educational setting, students may detect
less individuality in others if the teacher/moderator is unable to cre-
ate a sense of ‘‘social presence,’’ for example, through the use of
‘‘emotions’’ or humor (Tu, 2000).
Conversational cohesion also can deteriorate in CMC. Interactive
exchanges in a variety of CMC modes tend to be more disjointed
than in face-to-face conversation. With e-mail in particular, responses
often are separated from the messages to which they are responding,
disrupting interaction coherence; and topics tend to decay quickly,
which can create confusion (Herring, 1999). Overall, e-mail messages
do not seem to be as useful as phone calls or face-to-face meetings for
developing and sustaining strong social relationships (Cummings
et al., 2002).
However, CMC also offers unique advantages. Students using
information and communications technology in educational settings
express individual opinions with less fear of interruption (Cooper &
Selfe, 1990) and office workers using CMC tend to ignore socially
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constructed cues of class, race, and gender (Sproull & Kiesler, 1993).
In addition, the online environment permits anyone to become
an information provider for others, enabling students to take on a
teaching role (Harasim, 1996).
While online interaction may begin as impersonal, Walther and
Burgoon (1992) note that computer-mediated groups develop and
evolve in relationally positive directions; indeed, Walther (1996)
acknowledges the potential for ‘‘hyperpersonal communication,’’
forms of computer-mediated contact that exceed the depth of inter-
action that can be achieved face-to-face. Walther (1996) concludes
that people using CMC strive to develop similar social relationships
to those found in face-to-face settings, but such relationships take
longer to establish electronically. Yates (1996) notes that CMC is af-
fected by the numerous social facets that surround and define the
communication and advocates the study of specific social and cul-
tural settings.
A variety of studies have explored interactivity as a key to under-
standing and evaluating CMC’s effectiveness. Henri (1992) defines in-
teractivity as a three-step process involving communication of
information, a response to this information, and a reply to that first
response. The presence or absence of these three-part chains of com-
munications is an indicator of the degree of interactivity within a par-
ticular computer-mediated forum. Hara et al. (2000) used this
categorization scheme to analyze electronic discourse in an online class
discussion, visually representing the message interactions (Howell-
Richardson & Mellar, 1996). Yacci (2000) defines interactivity in a
similar fashion, as a message loop between participants. He identified
message duration and lag time of response as key variables of interest
and noted that the exchange of mutually coherent messages results in
two outputs: content learning and affective benefits. Condon and Cech
(1996) applied a similar understanding of interactivity in their study of
decision-making interactions between pairs. Utterances (i.e., individual
clauses) were coded into three categories: moves (e.g., suggesting an
action or requesting information), responses (e.g., agreeing, disagree-
ing, or complying with a request), and other (e.g., metalanguage, per-
sonal information, or jokes). In particular, the moves imply a
response, which may then imply another response from the initiator of
the conversation.
Rafaeli and Sudweeks’ (1997) work goes a step further, contrasting
interactive messages with purely reactive messages. They define inter-
activity as the dependence among messages in threads, the extent to
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which messages in a sequence relate to each other, and the extent
to which later messages recount the relatedness of earlier messages.
They concluded that messages categorized as interactive are more
likely to contain agreement than disagreement, are significantly more
humorous, and are more likely to contain personalizing content, in
the form of self disclosure or an admission. One of the most useful
frameworks was developed by Zhu (1998), who analyzed electronic
discussion in a distance-learning course, categorizing interaction as
vertical (with some participants concentrating on others’ answers
rather than contributing their own) or horizontal (with more equal
participation). Participants typically began as wanderers (who seemed
lost in the discussion and were floundering) or seekers (who recog-
nized their own information deficit and need to gain more informa-
tion), then became contributors and mentors. Other studies have
focused on the messages themselves: their structure, purpose/function
and/or content. Herring (1996) analyzed electronic messages in terms
of their internal structure and identified two related structures: a gen-
eralized structure (including an opening epistolary convention, a link
to previous discourse, a contentful message, a link to following
discourse, and a closing epistolary convention) and an electronic mes-
sage structure (including a link to an earlier message, an expression of
views, and an appeal to other participants). Pena-Shaff and Nicholls
(2004) focused on message purpose/function. They studied knowledge
construction by learners using an electronic bulletin board system,
and identified eleven categories of statements within the students’
postings. The most frequently used categories were clarification state-
ments (44%) and interpretation statements (15%). Henri (1992)
focused more on message content, proposing a theoretical framework
based on five dimensions of the learning process. Messages were
divided into ‘‘units of meaning,’’ which then were categorized in each
dimension. Of key interest for the current study is the interactive
dimension, which was broken down into three categories: explicit
interaction (a direct response or commentary to a previous idea),
implicit interaction (statements that responded to a previous comment
without directly referring to it), and independent statement (state-
ments related to the subject under discussion that were neither
answers nor commentary). Hara et al. (2000) sought to identify ‘‘so-
cial cues’’ within messages and to differentiate between surface-level
cognitive processing and deeper processing. However, they noted the
difficulty of coding and concluded that a reliable instrument for
content analysis of CMC has yet to be developed.
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Interestingly, many of these approaches – as well as some of the
strategies discussed in e-mentoring research – echo the categories
developed as part of Bales’ interaction process analysis. Bales
(1950) proposed that the success of a group depends on two fac-
tors: how well it can solve the tasks facing it (the task function)
and how well it can keep its members satisfied with the group
(integrative, or socio-emotional function). His method – which
categorized interaction behavior as either social-emotional or task-
oriented – has been commonly used in research on the interper-
sonal aspects of CMC, but the task-social dichotomy has been
criticized for its rigidity and inability to account for multidimen-
sional relational qualities (Walther, 1992).
Thus, none of the frameworks developed to date for analyzing
CMC is without flaws. Simple categorization schemes prove too
inflexible, while more complex schemes include unclear categories that
often are not mutually exclusive. Nevertheless, these frameworks offer
a variety of useful concepts and tools for exploring interactivity in the
specific context of electronic mentoring. This study aims to develop a
more detailed picture of e-mentoring interaction; specifically, it poses
the following research questions:
s What are the patterns of interactivity between minority college
students and corporate scientists who use computer-mediated
communication in an electronic mentoring program?
s How are the patterns related to participants’ perceptions of the
interactivity?
Study methods
An e-mentoring program was implemented in two consecutive semes-
ters: the first at Rural University, with mentors from Company 1; the
second at Urban University, with mentors from Company 2.2 Each
semester, the student participants (i.e., the prote´ge´s) were members of
a science course at their university. The participating courses were
selected by their instructors because, in the instructors’ views, the stu-
dents would benefit from being mentored by research scientists. In
each case, the mentoring program was supplementary to the student’s
coursework and participation was not taken into account in the
course grading/evaluation. All participants completed pre- and post-
2 Participant names, including organizational names, are pseudonyms intended to protect the
confidentiality of the participants.
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program questionnaires and interviews. Transaction logs of all Web-
based interactions were also collected.
The analysis of interactivity reported here was part of a larger
research project that included an overall evaluation of the e-mentoring
experience (Wildemuth et al., 2001) as well as examination of partici-
pants’ information-seeking processes and the program’s effect on stu-
dents’ information horizons (Sonnenwald et al., 2001). The research
methods used to examine interactivity between prote´ge´s and mentors
are described in detail below.
Participants
The first implementation of the e-mentoring program (Fall, 1999)
included 11 prote´ge´s and nine mentors (Table 1), forming 11 pairs (two
of the scientists mentored two students each). The participating Rural
University students were junior and senior biology majors enrolled in
an advanced undergraduate course titled ‘‘Frontiers in Molecular Biol-
ogy.’’ All of the students in the class were offered the opportunity to
participate in the e-mentoring program, and all agreed to participate in
the program and the research. Rural University enrolls about 1900
students; 75% are African-American, and more than 30% come from
its home county or adjacent counties. The students participating in the
e-mentoring program had access to the Web via the department’s
Table 1. General characteristics of study participants (Wildemuth et al., 2001)









Number of participants 11 9 9 11
Average age (years) 20.9 43.4 25.3 36.6
Range in ages 19–23 32–56 21–33 26–49
Sex
Female 9 2 7 9
Male 2 7 2 2
Race
White 9 9




computer lab, other labs on campus, and, in some cases, home com-
puters. The mentors were biologists and chemists at Company 1, a sub-
sidiary of an international health-care products and services firm that
had approximately 1000 employees. The mentors worked in research
and development as research scientists, product developers or manag-
ers. All had Ph.D. degrees and were recommended as mentors by their
management. They all had desktop access to the Web at their work-
places and some had home access to the Web.
The second implementation (Spring, 2000) included nine prote´ge´s
and 11 mentors (see Table 1). The prote´ge´s were first- and second-year
master’s degree biology students at Urban University, enrolled in a
course titled ‘‘Advanced Genetics Biology.’’ All of the students in the
class were offered the opportunity to participate in the e-mentoring
program, and all agreed to participate in the program and the
research. Urban University enrolls about 5600 students, 82% of whom
are African-American. The students participating in the e-mentoring
program had access to the Web via the computers in the professor’s
lab space, other computer labs on campus, and, in some cases, home
computers. The Urban University student prote´ge´s were paired with
mentors from Company 2, a large, international research-based phar-
maceutical and health-care company (two of the students were
assigned two mentors each). At the time of the e-mentoring program,
the company had approximately 16,000 staff involved in biological and
pharmaceutical R&D activities, at more than 20 sites worldwide. The
mentors were employees from several divisions in the United States
and United Kingdom; they had bachelor’s, master’s and Ph.D. degrees
in a variety of fields including microbiology, molecular biology, genet-
ics, biochemistry, and training and development. They worked as lab
technicians, research scientists, product developers and managers.
They all had desktop access to the Web at their workplaces and some
had home access to the Web.
The e-mentoring program
Prior to the beginning of the semester, each participant filled out a
profile questionnaire, which was used to match students and scien-
tists, in consultation with the course instructor and company liaison.
A structured ‘‘kickoff’’ event was held, involving all participants in
synchronous Web-based interactions, enabling them to be introduced
to each other and to become familiar with the software.
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During the program, participants interacted using WebCTTM, a
Web-based distance education application package, with extensive
customization to meet the project’s needs (Webster et al., 2000). Each
mentor/prote´ge´ pair had a private discussion forum (containing threa-
ded, archived messages), and each participant had a private forum
with the facilitators where administrative or technical concerns could
be aired. In addition, each participant group had its own forum:
Mentors Only, Students Only, Faculty & Mentors Only, and Faculty
& Students Only. During the spring semester, some prote´ge´s and
mentors were located in the same geographic area, and they also
talked on the phone and, in one case, met face-to-face.
Data collection during the program
Before the program began, each participant was interviewed and
asked to fill out a questionnaire concerning his or her expectations for
the program. At the end of the semester, all participants again were
interviewed and completed questionnaires about their experiences.
The interview schedules and questionnaires are included in the appen-
dices of Wildemuth et al. (2001).
The prote´ge´ post-program questionnaire included items concerning
academic standing and attitudes toward school, expectations of the
e-mentoring program, level of technology expertise and use, informa-
tion use, and demographic data. The mentor questionnaire was paral-
lel, except that it did not include the questions about academic
standing and attitudes. Only the items on participant satisfaction with
the quality of the mentor–prote´ge´ match are included in the current
analysis; they were originally developed for the International (for-
merly Hewlett-Packard) Telementor Program Evaluation (http://
www.telementor.org/index.cfm).
Each participant was also interviewed before and after the pro-
gram; portions of the post-program interviews were analyzed for the
current study. The interviews were conducted individually by mem-
bers of the research team. Participants were asked about the out-
comes, both positive and negative, of their participation in the
mentoring program, and asked to characterize their mentors/students
and the mentoring relationships. Audiotapes of the interviews were
transcribed and the comments related to the quality or amount of
mentor–prote´ge´ interaction are included in this analysis.
During each semester, all messages posted to all the forums were
collected and archived for later analysis. These archives, or logs,
included the name of the person posting the message, the date and
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time at which it was posted, a subject line, and the text of the mes-
sage. Only the private forums for the mentor–prote´ge´ pairs were
included in the analysis reported here, since the interactivity between
mentors and prote´ge´s, and the effects of interactivity on the success of
the mentoring relationship, are the primary research questions.
Data analysis
This paper primarily analyzes data from the message archives, as
described above. Descriptive statistics, including the frequency of
posting by each participant, the number of threads, average thread
length, and average message length, were examined. These quantita-
tive results provide an overview of the amount of interaction between
mentors and prote´ge´s and, so, set the context for more in-depth anal-
ysis of the interactivity of these relationships.
In the software used for the e-mentoring program, messages were
connected via threads. A thread is a set of messages bound together by
the fact that one message is a response to a previous message, analo-
gous to turn-taking in conversations. The interpretation of a message as
a ‘‘response’’ may be based on two different actions. First, the sender of
the response may use the software-based reply function (i.e., the sender
clicks on the reply button to post the message). This type of response
may or may not be related to the content of the message to which the
reply is being sent. For example, you may reply to an e-mail from a col-
league informing you of an upcoming seminar by asking that colleague
if he is available for lunch that day. Second, a response may be inter-
preted as a response based on the content of the message (i.e., the con-
tent of the message quotes or otherwise responds to content in a
previous message). For example, your colleague may send you an
e-mail message inviting you to speak in her class, and you accept the
invitation by initiating a new e-mail message, rather than using the
e-mail software’s ‘‘reply’’ function. The threads in the e-mentoring for-
ums were analyzed using each of these two interpretations, since it is
likely that they would differ. Specifically, the interactivity of each forum
was investigated by coding each message as an independent statement
or a response (explicit or implicit), as defined by Henri (1992):
r Independent statement: a posting that initiates a thread. It does
not explicitly or implicitly respond to any previous message.
r Explicit response: a posting that is directly linked to a previ-
ous message. There are two categories of explicit responses. One
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category contains messages that are directly linked to a previous
message because the message was sent using the software’s reply
function. The second category is those messages that are directly
linked to a previous message because the content of the message
explicitly refers to a previous message, e.g., contains quotes from it.
The second category provides a content-based analysis; the first a
software function-based analysis.
r Implicit response: a posting that implicitly refers to another
person or message and was not posted with the software’s reply
function.
A simple message map (Hara et al., 2000; Pena-Shaff & Nicholls,
2004) was also created to graphically represent the interactivity within
each mentor–protege´ forum.
In addition to the analysis of interactivity across all the mentor–
protege´ forums, five prote´ge´-mentor pairs were selected for in-depth
qualitative analysis. A key factor in selecting these pairs was each
participant’s self-assessment of the quality of the match as reported in
the post-program questionnaire, compared to his or her respective
peer group. All program participants reported that the quality of their
match was at least ‘‘neutral’’ (3) on a 5-point scale ranging from
‘‘very poor’’ to ‘‘excellent’’ (Wildemuth et al., 2001). The two pairs
identified as successful had an average rating of 4.5 out of 5, while
the three pairs identified as unsuccessful had an average rating of 3.2.
To differentiate between pairs with similar ratings, factors identi-
fied in previous research were used as final selection criteria. Our goal
was to maximize the variability on each factor, in particular:
r overall participation, as measured by frequency of messages per
forum, the number of threads per forum, and the number of
messages in the longest thread; and
r the patterns in topics discussed in the forum, specifically the
presence (or absence) of four particular topics (academic, science,
career and social/interpersonal) and the co-occurrence of certain of
those topics with other topics (see Bonnett (2002) for a more
detailed explanation).
In this way, two pairs – one from each semester – were chosen as
examples of ‘‘successful’’ forums. Three pairs – one from the first
semester and two from the second semester – were chosen as examples
of less successful forums.
The discussions between these selected mentor–prote´ge´ pairs were
analyzed in greater detail to identify particular themes within and
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across pairs, with the message used as the basic unit of analysis. The
first phase of analysis required a detailed content analysis of the mes-
sages. This content analysis was conducted in three steps: frequently
used words were identified; those words were classified into four cate-
gories, as either academic, science-related, career-related, or social/
interpersonal; and coding reliability was checked.3 The next step in
the analysis was to identify the most frequently used words in each of
the four categories.4 All occurrences of those terms were then high-
lighted in each of the discussion forums using a different color for
each category. The resulting color mappings were then reviewed to
identify patterns among them. For instance, forums were analyzed
to determine how career- and science-related topics were integrated
into the overall discussion. In addition, the forums were examined for
topics that were missing from each discussion. Throughout the pro-
cess, messages or exchanges representing major themes were noted.
Once an initial list of themes was identified, the forums were reviewed
again to locate any conflicting or disconfirming evidence.
Results: Interactivity among mentors and prote´ge´s
To provide a context for our examination of the interactivity in the
mentor–prote´ge´ forums, a summary of the activity in these forums is
first presented. This is followed by a report of the interactivity within
the forums and participants’ view on the interactivity of the forums.
Quantity of e-mentoring interactions among mentors and prote´ge´s
As shown in Table 2, there was considerably more activity in the
Spring 2000 forums (Urban University, Company 2: 384 total mes-
sages exchanged within the pairs) than the Fall 1999 forums (Rural
University, Company 1: 158 total messages).
On average, Company 1 mentors sent 7.0 messages to each of their
Rural University prote´ge´s, and Rural University prote´ge´s sent 7.0
3 Two raters independently coded each of 990 terms. The coding was in complete agreement for
680 terms (69%); the remaining discrepancies were resolved as described in Bonnett (2002),
Appendix A.
4 Only the 20 most frequently used words in each category were used to continue the analysis. The
most-frequently used and least-frequently used words that were included in this analysis were:
schools (196 uses) and professors (19 uses) in the academic category; genes/genetics (152) and
biochemistry (12) in the science category; work/working (367) and staff (6) in the career category;
and hope (175) and husband (38) in the social/interpersonal category.
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messages to each of their mentors. At Urban University/Company 2,
mentors, on average, sent 19.5 messages to each of their prote´ge´s and
prote´ge´s sent 15.5 messages to each of their mentors. Also at Urban
University, two mentor–prote´ge´ pairs continued their correspondence
on the Web-based discussion forum after the program’s formal cutoff
date. One pair exchanged 22 messages and the other exchanged 35
messages after the program formally ended.
Mentors tended to send longer messages than did the prote´ge´s; the
mentors’ messages were over 65 words longer, on average. In Fall
1999, the mean message length for mentors was 171 words and 100
words for prote´ge´s. In Spring 2000, the mean message length for men-
tors was 161 words and was 96 words for prote´ge´s. Thus, the differ-
ences in corporate settings between the mentors and differences
between the university settings and student status among the prote´ge´s
did not appear to influence message length.
The message posting activity by mentors and prote´ge´s was not
evenly distributed over the course of each semester. Figure 1 illus-


























Figure 1. Average number of messages posted per day, by prote´ge´s and mentors.
Table 2. Messages posted among mentors and prote´ge´s
Rural University,
Company 1, Fall 1999
Urban University,
Company 2, Spring 2000
Mentor to prote´ge´s 80 214
Prote´ge´ to mentor 78 170
Total 158 384
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mentors, over the course of the four-month program.5 The general
decrease in number of postings resembles the findings of Harris and
Jones (1999), though in their study of the Electronic Emissary Project
in spring 1993, the peak activity was in the second month of the
semester (as was experienced by the Spring 2000 prote´ge´s).
During the first month, mentors in Company 2 posted more mes-
sages than the students at Urban University. Perhaps in response to
the high number of messages sent by mentors and lower number of
messages sent by prote´ge´s, prote´ge´s and mentors reversed their activ-
ity levels during the second month. Both mentors and prote´ge´s
reached similar activity levels in the second month.
During the first month, prote´ge´s at Rural University (Fall 1999)
posted slightly more messages than their mentors. Company 1 did not
have mentoring as part of their organizational culture, and the men-
tors were volunteered by their management for participation in the
e-mentoring program. This may account for the initial lower number
of messages. During the last month, the mentors increased their post-
ing rate, possibly in response to the prote´ge´s’ higher posting rates.
Throughout the program, there was more activity in Spring 2000
than in Fall 1999. This result is probably influenced by the mentoring
culture at Company 2. Study participants at Company 2 reported that
mentoring and community service are integral parts of their work life;
the company provides courses on mentoring for mentors and prot-
e´ge´s, and mentoring is a valid weekly activity reported on progress
reports. A second possible influence is the age and academic experi-
ence of prote´ge´s in the Spring 2000 program. As graduate students,
they have more life experience and academic experience, and this expe-
rience may influence their willingness to and confidence in interacting
with corporate scientists.
Interactivity within the prote´ge´-mentor forums
In order to understand the interactivity among the prote´ge´s and men-
tors, it is necessary to examine the individual threads within each men-
tor–prote´ge´ forum, or pair (Table 3). We first investigated interactivity
by examining the contrast between interactivity based on the soft-
ware’s reply function and that based on the explicit message content.
The analysis based on the software’s reply function found more
threads per forum/pair, with the average thread length being some-
5 The average was standardized by the number of days in each month, including weekend days but
excluding school holidays.
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what less for both semesters. This result would indicate that there were
instances where the prote´ge´ or mentor could have appropriately used
the reply functionality of the software, but did not (i.e., the content
indicated that a message was a response to a previous message, even
though the software’s reply function was not used to post it). During
Fall 1999, there were more single-message threads based on the soft-
ware’s functionality than there were when the analysis was based on
the message content, as would be expected from the previous analysis.
In Spring 2000, this order was reversed: there were slightly more sin-
gle-message threads in the content-based analysis. This indicates that
some of the participants in the second semester used the software’s
reply function even to introduce new discussion topics.
Based on the assumption that the content-based analysis is a more
valid representation of participants’ actual interactions, it will be used
to compare the results from the two semesters. Overall, there were
more messages per forum (as described above), there were more
threads per forum, and message threads tended to be longer in Spring
2000 (Urban University, Company 2). Even so, there were more
single-message threads in the Spring 2000 forums, as well. It would
appear that, in the spring semester, some initial postings generated
long dialogues and others did not generate any response, while in the
fall semester, more postings generated a small amount of dialogue.
The interactivity maps in Figures 2 and 3, typical of those gener-
ated in each semester, illustrate this contrast. Figure 2 illustrates the
Fall 1999 forum for Dawn Kearns (prote´ge´) and Dave Logan (men-
tor). While it contains one long thread, it contains many short
threads and only one single-message thread. Figure 3 illustrates one
of the Spring 2000 forums, between Simon Lewis (prote´ge´) and Moira















Average number of messages per forum/pair 14.0 34.9 14.0 34.9
Average number of threads per forum/pair 7.3 10.0 4.5 9.5
Average number of messages per thread 1.9 3.5 3.1 3.7
Longest thread, overall 7 16 10 16
Average number of single-message threads 3.2 3.0 1.2 3.2
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Thompson (mentor); it has several long threads, and also contains six
single-message threads. Both pairs rated their interaction as very suc-
cessful (see the discussion below), so it appears that there is no one
best pattern. However, in these cases both mentors and prote´ge´s initi-
ated and responded to threads, and this may be more important than
the structure of the threads.
Further analysis of the interactivity within the forums was based
on Henri’s (1992) coding scheme, with each message coded as either
an independent statement or a response (explicit or implicit)
(Table 4). One interpretation of the data in Table 4 is to consider the
independent statements as representing the initiation of new threads.
In this light, this analysis would lead one to infer that the mentors’
and prote´ge´s’ participation was quite interactive, posting more













































Figure 2. Sample interactivity chart, Fall 1999. Pair 1: Dawn Kearns (prote´ge´), Dave
Logan (mentor).
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Participants’ views on their interactivity
During the post-semester interviews, the study participants were asked
to comment on the frequency and nature of their interactions. The
mentors generally responded quite positively to the experience. Five
Company 1 mentors and four Company 2 mentors said they enjoyed
interacting with prote´ge´s. They explained:
Marnie Waldheim: To get on there and see a message from [my
prote´ge´] Sal[ly]. That was really neat.
Muriel Vincent: It was fun... to chat with a student online. I don’t
get many opportunities to speak with students here [at my






































































Figure 3. Sample interactivity chart, Spring 2000. Pair 2: Simon Lewis (prote´ge´) and
Moira Thompson (mentor).
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However, the prote´ge´s saw the program as more of a class assign-
ment, so only occasionally saw their interactions with their mentors
as ‘‘fun.’’
In spite of the generally positive comments, there were various
ways in which the experience did not match the expectations of some
participants. The most frequent complaint voiced by all mentors and
six of the prote´ge´s at Rural University was that they did not have en-
ough interaction. Four mentors at Company 1 said there was less
interaction than anticipated, either because the student did not write
much or because they were too busy themselves to write. One mentor
explained:
Jane Chen: I tried to write once a week, but it was hard... I mean, I
had a note sitting on my computer and I would always say, ‘‘I’ll do
it today.’’ And it would probably be Monday, and it would be Thurs-
day before I would actually get a chance to look, and I would always
feel guilty because she always replied that day and I never got
around to rewriting until the following week. I mean I was... I figure
she must have been checking every day, so I was more disappointed
in myself for not writing more.
Seven mentors at Company 2 said there was less interaction than
anticipated, and they felt uncomfortable with initiating most of the
discussion. One mentor reported:
Mariel Vincent: I would write... and then it would be a long, long
time before I would hear back...A couple of times I would write a
note saying, ‘‘Hey, are you there? Are you busy? Drop me a line
when you get a chance.’’ But I really didn’t want to do that every
Table 4. Types of messages posted in prote´ge´-mentor forums, by sender
Fall 1999 Spring 2000
Mentors Prote´ge´s Total Mentors Prote´ge´s Total
Based on reply function
Independent statements 32 48 80 77 34 111
Explicit responses 45 29 74 137 136 273
Implicit responses
Based on content
Independent statements 18 32 50 66 39 105
Explicit responses 58 43 101 137 122 259
Implicit responses 1 2 3 11 9 20
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time because I felt henpecky. And I know [my prote´ge´]’s busy –
[he’s] a student, and he’s working in a job, and he’s got his own
personal life...We were under the expectation that we’d be having a
running dialogue at least weekly, and when that didn’t happen, you
start thinking, ‘‘Well, is it my fault? Or is it his fault?’’ That just
feels uncomfortable. ... I’m happy to be an avenue of information,
but I think the thing that I disliked the most was the feeling of
responsibility, that I’m supposed to be reaching out.
Setting expectations for the frequency of interaction seems to be
strongly related to success in developing the mentoring relationship
(as was also suggested by O’Neill, 2001). Many study participants
were satisfied with the interaction; however, when the prote´ge´s’ and
mentors’ expectations about frequency of communication differed,
one or the other was often dissatisfied with the interaction.
For some of the participants, the mismatch with expectations was
related to the content, rather than the frequency, of their communica-
tion. Four of the Company 1 mentors said they did not get the type
of questions or interaction they expected.
Gene Rarek: I also found it tough to be cozy with someone I basi-
cally don’t know. I know the suggestion was made to engage in
casual discussions about my day and things. It’s hard for me to do
that. I’m better off if someone says, ‘‘I’m on chapter 11 and photo-
synthesis is killing me.’’
Three of the mentors at Company 2 commented on the lack of
continuity in their interactions with their students:
Megan O’Leary: I think I felt like we never had a continual conver-
sation. We were always starting conversations. Nothing ever went
anywhere.
Marnie Waldheim: She’ll ask me a question, and I’ll answer her. Or
she’ll bring up a topic, and I’ll respond to it... I would like to see it
develop into a discussion, and that never happens.
In summary, the study participants were reasonably satisfied with
the electronic mentoring interactions over the course of a semester.
However, there were some problems experienced: difficulty in estab-
lishing mutual expectations about frequency of communication, diffi-
culty in negotiating appropriate boundaries for the content of the
communications, and concerns over mandatory participation.
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Results: Detailed analysis of interactivity in selected successful
and unsuccessful pairs
As noted above, five mentor–prote´ge´ pairs (two successful and three
less successful) were selected for more in-depth analysis. After an
overview of the interactions in these pairs is presented, a thematic
analysis of the interactivity within these pairs will be provided.
Overview of interactions in selected pairs
The interactions within each of the five mentor–prote´ge´ pairs is sum-
marized in Table 5. In Fall 1999, student Dawn Kearns and mentor
Dave Logan (Pair 1) each rated the quality of the match as ‘‘good’’,
i.e., 4 on a 5-point scale. Their exchange began with a combination of
all four topics (academic, science, career and social/interpersonal) and
continued with a high density of coded topic terms throughout. The
forum included one long string of messages, along with several short-
er strings (Figure 2). In Spring 2000, student Simon Lewis and men-
tor Moira Thompson (Pair 2) rated the quality of their match as
‘‘excellent,’’ i.e., 5 on a 5-point scale. However, the structure of their
exchange was somewhat different. They began with a combination of
academic and social/interpersonal topics, later expanded to include
science and career topics, and came full circle to close with academic
and social/interpersonal topics. Their exchange included one long
string of messages, several shorter strings, and several independent
statements (Figure 3). It appears that social/interpersonal interaction
in combination with science-oriented topics and a flexible approach to
the structure of communication worked well for these pairs.
In comparison, three pairs – one from the first semester and two
from the second semester – are examples of less successful interac-
tions. In Fall 1999, student Denise Bushnell and mentor Elise Mason
(Pair 3 in Table 5) rated the quality of their match as neutral and
good, respectively. Their exchange began with some academic and so-
cial/interpersonal topics but primarily focused on science. It included
one long string of messages and several independent statements. In
Spring 2000, student Sandra Forester and mentor Milly Pavlova (Pair
4 in Table 5) each rated the quality of their match as neutral. Their
exchange was dominated by career topics and included several short
threads. Student Sienna Johnson and mentor Meredith Yu (Pair 5 in
Table 5) also rated the quality of their match as neutral. Their
exchange got off to a comparatively slow start, was dominated by




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































complex interactivity than most, with many strings that referred back
to each other. Thus, these less successful exchanges did not contain a
balance between interpersonal and science-oriented topics or a flexible
structure.
Thematic analysis of interactivity in selected successful
and unsuccessful pairs
Usage of familiar formats
The internal structure of many of the individual messages exchanged
as part of the e-mentoring program was similar to that found by
Herring (1996). Messages contained an opening epistolary convention
characterized by increasing use of social/interpersonal words, a con-
tentful message, and a closing epistolary convention, again with
increasing use of social words. For example, a typical message from a
prote´ge´ to a mentor (pair 2) reveals a structure similar to that of a
traditional letter, with academic and career-related content sand-
wiched in between a social greeting and social closing:
Hi Elise, how are you? Fine, I hope. I haven’t talked with you in a
while, so I thought I would drop a few lines.
I am anxious to graduate. After graduation I would like to attend
Virginia Commonwealth University. I am really interested in Foren-
sic Science. They offer a Master’s Program in Forensic Science and
I think it will be beneficial to me. Do you have a Doctorate degree?
If so, where did you get it from? Can you give me any advice about
graduate school?
Well, I hope everything is going well for you and I will be waiting to
hear from you. Denise6
Forum structure
Interestingly, one of the successful forums had a structure that was
parallel to the structure of an individual message, with more social
words used in messages at the beginning and the end of the exchange
as a whole. The exchanges among Pair 3 included a high percentage
of social and academic topics in the first three e-mails and the last
three e-mails of the exchange, while the middle messages included
more career- and science-related discussion. Studies of online commu-
nities – participants in a distance learning class, for example – show
6 While the original wording and tone of all e-mail messages has been preserved, misspellings were
corrected to make this report easier to read.
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that members exhibit behaviors that traditionally identify the presence
of a community offline, such as building a common history, socially
constructing rules and behaviors, and demonstrating signs of con-
scious disengagement from the online community when they leave
(Haythornthwaite et al., 2000). This structure could indicate an effort
by one or both participants to initiate the relationship and later create
a sense of closure for the relationship. However, because this phe-
nomenon was observed in only one of the five pairs, more research –
specifically of successful pairings – is necessary to confirm whether
such a structure is common across other exchanges.
Avoidance of complex interactivity structures
Within forums, threads can develop (or be organized) in a variety
of ways, such as a linear sequence, a tree structure or an acyclic
network. For example, the exchange between Pair 1 is an example of
a fairly simple linear structure (Figure 2), while the exchange between
Pair 5 (Bonnett, 2002) was more complex, with responses referring
back to other messages outside the linear path, possibly forcing the
reader to remember details of previous messages or to jump between
messages in different threads or linear sequences. These results suggest
that a simpler structure may prove more effective in electronic ex-
changes because complexity may place a cognitive burden on the
reader and thus hinder the flow of correspondence. More successful
pairs were more likely to clearly organize their threads by content.
A quick beginning with substantive content
This study suggests that mentor–prote´ge´ pairs should not spend time
working out the details of correspondence at the beginning. Successful
pairs jumped into the exchange as if it were a conversation in pro-
gress, with content beyond basic social pleasantries. For example, one
prote´ge´ asked her mentor in the first message which college she at-
tended. Another prote´ge´ told her mentor in the first message that she
had her first interview for graduate school in a few days and asked
the mentor for advice on how to handle it. Similarly, one mentor told
her prote´ge´ she had a son in college and asked how he thought par-
ents could best support students in coping with the pressures of uni-
versity life. These questions launched these pairs into an immediate
discussion of substantive issues that helped them move quickly from
the neutral stage of just getting to know each other to a friendlier
tone of interaction.
By contrast, one of the less successful pairs had difficulty just man-
aging to talk to one another due to technical problems: The server
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was down when both tried to log on, and these troubles prevented
them from having any meaningful dialogue for quite a while. Pair 5
exchanged 15 messages focused entirely on the details of when they
should talk before engaging in any content-filled discussion. As a re-
sult, the tone of those early messages was comparatively neutral, with
none of the sharing of personal detail that characterized more success-
ful pairs.
Explicit management of time lags
A positive start doesn’t necessarily ensure a successful relationship
overall. Time lags in responding can hurt a pair’s momentum if not
properly managed. The data suggest that both mentors and prote´ge´s
should respond to all content in previous messages in order to mini-
mize the negative effects of time delays in an electronic conversation.
This helps to reestablish the flow of conversation after a delay.
The following exchange demonstrates a successful management
approach used by Pair 1 after a six-day lag in their interaction:
Hey Doc!!!
Haven’t heard from you lately. How are things going where you are?
Things are okay here. I finally filled out applications to colleges in
Georgia. I also requested an application to the Georgia Bureau of
Investigation to work in the crime lab division. So I am just waiting
to hear from people now. I did okay on my last test in Frontiers of
Molecular Bio. class. I made a B. So I was happy. We have another
test on Thursday and midterms on next Thursday, so if you don’t
hear from me in about two to three days, I am studying for mid-
terms. I have to be on my way now, but take care of yourself and I
hope to talk with you soon.
Dawn
Hi Dawn,
You probably guessed it, the last 2 weeks have been very busy for
me too! I am finally getting a breather. I will respond to each of
your messages – I think I am now 3 behind, including this one.
Great News on your test! That is excellent! Keep plugging away and
the grades will come along for the ride. Remember that good things
happen to good people.
It sounds like you are really on the ball and very career motivated.
As far as colleges, have you decided on a medical/healthcare based
career? It also sounds like you are expanding your options with the
application to the crime lab. There really are a lot of interesting
choices out there to investigate.
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Oh well, that’s all for now. I wish success on your midterms and I’ll
talk with you soon. Cheerio,
Dave
The four-topic message as an invitation to interactivity
While this analysis confirms previous studies regarding the importance of
balancing intellect and emotion in messages, it also suggests the impor-
tance of balancing specific discussion topics (in this case, academic, ca-
reer, science and social/interpersonal content). A key indicator of this
balance is the distribution of four-topic messages in the exchanges.
These four-topic messages need not be lengthy, as evidenced by a
typical four-topic message from the prote´ge´ in Pair 2:
Hi Elise!! How are you doing? Fine, I hope. My class schedule is not
too bad, but I have several meetings to attend and research to do in
the cell laboratory. I am taking Frontiers in Molecular Biology, Bio-
chemistry, Genetics, Intro. to Business, & Biological Research. As of
now I have had a genetics test (9/24), a biochemistry test (9/23)
and I have a Frontiers in Molecular Biology test tomorrow.
I am not having any difficulties right now. MWF I do research in
the cell biology lab and TR I work at Food Lion [a grocery store]
so when I am not in any meetings I am relaxing. In my spare time I
enjoy relaxing with my friends and just SLEEPING!! Well, I am
getting ready to study so have a great day. Denise
While less successful pairs did not necessarily exchange fewer four-to-
pic messages, their forums exhibited clear imbalances in the distribution
of those messages. Specifically, mentors and prote´ge´s sent the same num-
ber of four-topic messages in the successful pairs (five each for Pair 1
and four each for Pair 2), while there were significant imbalances among
the less successful pairs. For example, the mentor in Pair 4 sent five four-
topic messages, while the prote´ge´ sent none. The mentor in Pair 5 sent
four four-topic messages while her prote´ge´ sent only two, and the men-
tor in Pair 2 sent one such message, while her prote´ge´ sent two.
The four-topic message allows variety and the ability to customize
the conversation and, perhaps, the relationship overall. Unlike a face-
to-face conversation, which often proceeds in an interactive linear
fashion, participants can take a nonlinear approach, responding first
to those topics that especially interest them. It introduces a social
dimension, i.e., customization of a response, that might be impossible
in a face-to-face setting. In the e-mentoring context, it allows mentors
and prote´ge´s to discuss a variety of facets of ‘‘doing science,’’ such as
sharing new information resources including valuable Web sites.
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Invitation to interact
To perpetuate successful interaction, it appears that a four-topic mes-
sage should be viewed as an invitation to interactivity and should re-
ceive a four-topic response in kind. Problems occurred in pairs that
did not provide these responses. For example, the prote´ge´ in Pair 2
described her class schedule, upcoming tests and research in the cell
biology lab in a four-topic message to her mentor. When the mentor
did not respond, she sent a follow-up message. Finally, the mentor
apologized for not answering sooner, but her message was a descrip-
tion of the project she was working on, with no acknowledgment of
the prote´ge´’s earlier description of her own coursework. The prote´ge´
attempted to bring the conversation back:
Hi Elise, your project sounds very interesting. I love doing research
and just hanging around in the lab. Most people ask me how do you
stay in the lab all of the time. Well, that is what I like to do.
However, that did not lead to any more questions about the prot-
e´ge´’s academic concerns or research; instead, her mentor responded
by talking about a work presentation she did and even noted, ‘‘scien-
tists love to talk about what they do if they have a captive audience.’’
The conversation ended four messages later, about two weeks before
the semester’s end.
Content mirroring as indication of successful interaction
Not surprisingly, this analysis revealed that messages on particular
topics tend to elicit responses on those topics. For example, a mes-
sage from student Simon Lewis inquiring about family, career and
academic topics elicited a response from his mentor, Moira Thomp-
son, in those categories:
Simon Lewis: Hello again..... Well I also want to know how difficult
is it to have time to start a family? Did you start your family while
in school? Are you married? If so where did you meet your husband?
Was it hard to find a location to live that both of you liked? Feel
free to tell me ‘‘NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS’’ I won’t take it per-
sonal. I just want to know how to gain the things in life that are
really important and the troubles that come along with it.
Moira Thompson: I can remember before I was married at how aw-
ful I thought it was that just at the point when you were having to
make decisions about family... one is also making decisions about ca-
reer. Everything seemed SO important! I guess the bottom line is the
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more you can figure out what you want... the easier those decisions
become. For one, I knew that I WANTED to have a husband I
loved, and I WANTED to have children, and I WANTED to have a
job that I liked too. So, I tried to make decisions that balanced all
three. Sometimes one took precedence over another, but I never let
go of each basic wish. Obviously, when you are married... decisions
become harder because some decisions will become joint decisions.
Others will be yours or theirs. Sometimes you don’t even know whose
decision it is until it’s already done. I firmly believe that only you
can decide what you want... so be honest with yourself and learn to
realize that you ARE the decision maker for your own life. This
doesn’t mean that you have control of everything. That is, opportuni-
ties and temptations will be presented to you, but as an adult, you
must own up to being the person making choices. And sometimes it’s
those ‘‘little’’ choices, like whether to copy a car key. They all count.
Most of the decisions are actually the small ones. Another is whether
to do your homework each day when you are in middle school. I’m
trying to teach my eighth grader about that one! Do I sound like I’m
lecturing? If so, lecture right back whenever you feel like it.
Mirroring message length
Another characteristic of successful interaction focuses on mirroring
message length. Data suggests that in successful interaction, messages
of a certain length tend to elicit messages of a similar length, with the
mentor more likely to play a leadership role in this pattern. This pattern
was especially noticeable among the two pairs who rated themselves as
successful. For example, student Simon Lewis began his discussion with
mentor Moira Thompson (Pair 2) by sending comparatively short mes-
sages of less than 100 words. She responded with longer messages, often
longer than 200 words, and over time, his responses became corre-
spondingly longer (Bonnett, 2002). At one point in the exchange, he
even mentioned the issue of message length, writing: ‘‘I really don’t
have much time to reply so please forgive me if I’m too brief.’’
Even among pairs who did not rate themselves as successful, mirror-
ing occurs on occasion. For example, mentor Elise Mason’s longest mes-
sage to her student Denise Bushnell (273 words) elicited the student’s
longest message in response (243 words). Unfortunately, this occurred
near the end of the program, and their exchange ended soon after.
Horizontal interaction that emphasizes community building
The literature indicates that mentors should expand their conception
of their own role and that prote´ge´s who know their own needs and
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seek assistance are more successful. This analysis suggests that pairs
where both participants feel equally comfortable bringing up new top-
ics and asking questions tend to rate the match more highly, while
pairs in which the mentor acts as a ‘‘manager’’ tend to be rated as
less successful. Thus, community-building functions are preferable to
‘‘process’’ strategies (Tsikalas et al., 2000), and horizontal interaction
is preferable to vertical interaction, with the goal of moving a prote´ge´
from the seeker role into more of a contributor/mentor role in the ex-
change (based on Zhu’s 1998 framework).
Our analysis yielded positive examples of successful horizontal
interaction, as well as negative examples in which mentors acted more
as teachers and managers and less as equal participants. Pair 2 offered
one positive example of how mentors can invite their prote´ge´s to take
on a teaching role. Rather early in the exchange, the mentor issued
this specific invitation:
I would like for you to be very proactive about asking me specific
questions on ANY topic. We are here to benefit each other. I think
that students can mentor those who are older or further in their
careers if we are willing to listen.
She immediately received a positive response from her prote´ge´:
Hello, Moira. I guess I do have a lot of questions....let me see, let’s
start with your field, what do you do, why and how did you end up
doing it?
However, a lack of such clear communication about roles and
expectations can lead to confusion. For instance, the prote´ge´ in Pair 5
asked her mentor several questions about working in an academic set-
ting versus industry, but when she received no immediate reply, she
sent the following message:
I did not mean to ask so many questions. These are just some issues
we can incorporate into our messages. I hope your day has not been
too busy, but what else could it be in the sciences (smile). Sienna
On a positive note, mentors who allowed a more horizontal rela-
tionship with their prote´ge´s received benefits from doing so. For exam-
ple, when one mentor shared with her prote´ge´ that there had been a
death in her family, she received a comforting message in response:
Hi Elise,
How are you doing? I am sorry to hear about your grandmother, but
just remember everything happens for a reason. Just take one day at
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a time and try not to stress yourself about work. I am going to
Rocky Mount, NC for Thanksgiving and the day after Thanksgiving
me and my mom will be heading to Williamsburg to do some shop-
ping. Today I have a genetics test and tomorrow I have a biochemis-
try test. There is so much to know in biochemistry it really is
stressful. Well, just thought I would respond back to you and take
care of yourself.
Denise
Thus, it is important to remind mentors that they need not know
all the answers or always present a strong front; indeed, revealing
their situations and personalities can encourage a prote´ge´ to do the
same and the mentor may benefit as well.
In contrast, students who seemed to view their mentors in a more
limited role tended to ask impersonal questions that did not help in
developing the relationship. For example, Sandra Forrester’s ex-
change with her mentor (Pair 4) included comparatively little social or
interpersonal discussion. Instead, Sandra seemed more comfortable
asking specific scientific questions and, as a result, the pair’s messages
tended to sound more like impersonal memos than friendly conversa-
tion:
If you know any other enzymes which are not proteins that would be
quite helpful, or just more general info on abzymes. Thank you
again. Sandra
Pair 1 provided an example of how prote´ge´s and mentors can move
from specific questions into a more personal, horizontal interaction:
Hi Dr. Logan
I made it through the [hurricane] okay. I guess it was after the
storm that was terrible. All streets were closed going to and coming
from (the city). But everything turned out rather well.
I have a question. Right now, I am looking to go into medical tech-
nology. I know I have to be certified before entering that field. But it
is rather hard getting application information from hospital-based
programs in North Carolina. How do I go about receiving applica-
tions and getting more information about programs that are done
through and by the hospital?
Have a blessed day.
Good morning Dawn,
I’m happy to hear you weathered the storm. I have seen clips from
TV indicating that flooding appeared widespread and very damaging.
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I hope you weren’t affected too much.
I would try a few approaches to obtaining information from hospitals
about their programs. Programs may vary from place to place and I
would try contacting many different places. One approach would be
to see if a number of them have Websites, you might be able to
screen out programs.
Another approach would be to call the hospitals directly and ask to be
directed to someone who could help you. In this case you will want to
be prepared to state to them exactly what you are requesting of them.
What has been your approach so far? You may want to search for
hospitals on the Web outside of N. Carolina for literature and to get
a feeling for what the requirements are.
I hope this has helped, although I recognize it is rather vague. If you
can provide me a little detail on your expectations I’m sure more
things will come to mind.
Have a nice Monday.
In this exchange, both participants framed the career-oriented dis-
cussion between a socially oriented greeting and a friendly, personal
closing. The mentor, in particular, took care to avoid sounding
abrupt in the response, inviting the prote´ge´ to ask further questions if
she needed additional information. The overall tone of the exchange
resembles that of a conversation between equals rather than a teacher
or manager answering the question of a subordinate.
Discussion
Amount of mentor–prote´ge´ interaction
The overall quantity of interaction between mentors and prote´ge´s was
reported in Tables 2 and 3. The two cohorts differed in their overall
amount of communication, with more than twice as many messages
posted during Spring 2000 as in Fall 1999. The most likely explana-
tion of the overall difference in amount of student activity is the dif-
ference in the patterns of activity established in the first month of the
program (Figure 1). The mentors at Company 2 led the way, averag-
ing three messages per day during the first month. Their prote´ge´s in-
creased their activity levels in the second month, mirroring their
mentors’ earlier activity. The Company 1 mentors and Rural Univer-
sity prote´ge´s began the program with a much lower level of activity in
the first month (both groups averaging about one message per day).
It seems likely that participants interpreted their partner’s level of
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activity as representing his or her level of commitment to the ex-
change, a key relationship factor affecting one’s willingness to engage
in a mentoring relationship (Young & Perrewe´, 2000). For future elec-
tronic mentoring programs, the mentors, in particular, should be
encouraged to post messages frequently, and it is likely that this will
encourage prote´ge´s to post frequently.
One of the general questions that was not answerable at the begin-
ning of the program concerned the level of activity that participants
should be encouraged to maintain. Clearly, more activity would be
better, but most participants were under some time constraints and
were worried about the amount of time they might need to devote to
the program. Therefore, the facilitators recommended that each par-
ticipant try to post at least one message per week. During Fall 1999,
there were 14 messages posted per pair (about 1 per week); during
Spring 2000, there were 35 messages posted per pair (over 2 per week,
or 1 per participant per week). Thus, the Spring 2000 program
achieved about the level of activity that was originally recommended
by the facilitators. Based on the post-semester comments from all the
participants, it appears that participants prefer this level of activity.
Quality of mentor–prote´ge´ interactions
One way that the quality of mentor–prote´ge´ interactions can be as-
sessed is in their degree of interactivity. Taking an earlier (1983) defi-
nition from Bretz, Henri (1992) defines interactivity as a three-step
process involving communication of information, a response to this
information, and a reply to that first response. The presence or ab-
sence of these three-message chains of communications is an indicator
of the degree of interactivity within a particular Web-based forum.
Based on this definition, the mentor–prote´ge´ forums in both semesters
were reasonably interactive. The average length of a thread in Fall
1999 was 3.1 and in Spring 2000 was 3.7 (Table 3). In both semesters,
more responses were posted than were independent statements
(Table 4). A closer look at the patterns of interactions that actually
occurred in the mentor–prote´ge´ forums (as illustrated by examples in
Figures 2 and 3) indicates that the Spring 2000 forums were more
interactive: threads, when they occurred, tended to be longer and
more complex than the typical threads in Fall 1999. It is likely that
most of this difference can be attributed to the overall difference in
level of activity across the two cohorts.
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A second perspective on the mentor–prote´ge´ interactions is to
examine who initiates discussions. A broad view of this aspect of the
interactions can be obtained by looking at the ratio of responses to
independent statements for each group in each cohort. In Fall 1999,
the mentors posted 3.3 times as many responses as independent state-
ments, while the prote´ge´s posted 1.4 times as many responses as inde-
pendent statements. In Spring 2000, mentors posted 2.2 times as
many responses as independent statements and the prote´ge´s posted
3.4 times as many responses as independent statements. From these
data, we can conclude that, in the Fall 1999 program, the prote´ge´s
initiated more of the threads, with the mentors responding. This pat-
tern was reversed in Spring 2000, with the mentors initiating more
threads and prote´ge´s responding. As the more senior member of the
pair, it can be argued that the mentor should take responsibility for
initiating threads of discussion. However, further qualitative analysis
does not necessarily confirm this recommendation. In the pairs ana-
lyzed in detail, only one of the mentors initiated more threads than
did her prote´ge´ (a successful pair, with the mentor initiating five of
the eight threads); in the other four pairs, the prote´ge´ initiated at least
half – and often more – of the discussions. This suggests that allow-
ing the prote´ge´ to set the discussion agenda may be a useful strategy.
In summary, the relationships between the mentors and prote´ge´s in
the e-mentoring program can be characterized as reasonably interac-
tive (with some room for improvement). The relationships that
formed between the mentor–prote´ge´ pairs were on a professional le-
vel, which was more satisfactory to some participants than to others.
More in-depth qualitative analysis showed that there is no clear
recipe for successful interaction; not only are there a variety of factors
at play in developing an online relationship in this context, but men-
tor–prote´ge´ pairs can falter at various stages in the process and in
various ways. Successful interaction seems to require a combination
of factors, including:
r Linear structure of exchange: A linear exchange with threads or-
ganized by content is preferable to a more complex structure with
responses referring back to other messages outside a linear path.
r Importance of a quick, content-filled beginning and successful man-
agement of time lags: In order to kick-start the conversation and
keep that momentum going, participants should jump right in to
specific content and should be sure to respond to all content in
their partner’s previous messages in order to minimize the negative
effects of time delays.
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r Good balance of topics to stimulate interactivity: A balance of
topics allows participants to customize the conversation and the
relationship overall, introducing the potential for both social and
task-related discussion and giving participants the choice of
responding first to those topics that especially interest them.
r Mirroring content and message length: A message that includes a
variety of topics is more likely to lead to a successful exchange if
the receiver responds in kind, with a message addressing all the
topics introduced. Problems tend to occur in pairs where one
participant regularly ignores content introduced by the partner. It
is important to note that either partner can take a leadership role
in introducing new content; although mentors are the more senior
partner in this particular context, it can be useful to allow the less
senior participant to set the discussion agenda. Mirroring in mes-
sage length is somewhat different: The pattern in successful pairs
seems to indicate that mentors who send longer messages encour-
age their students to send longer messages in response, which
encourages overall interactivity and builds stronger relationships.
r Limited overt ‘‘managing’’ by mentors: Overall, the results suggest
that horizontal interaction, where both mentor and prote´ge´ interact
as equal participants, is preferable to vertical interaction, where men-
tors act more as teachers and managers. In addition, ‘‘community-
building’’ strategies, in which mentors and prote´ge´s interact as
colleagues and provide mutual support and encouragement, are pref-
erable to ‘‘process’’ strategies aimed at explicitly defining specific
roles, setting expectations and actively managing communication.
Conclusion
An e-mentoring program was implemented, linking corporate scien-
tists with university biology students in two consecutive semesters,
and their interactions were examined in detail. The amount of interac-
tion varied across the mentor–student pairs, with student behavior
related to message frequency and message length mimicking the
behavior of their mentors. There were more messages posted in
Spring 2000 than in Fall 1999. On average, the pairs sent 14 messages
to each other in Fall 1999 and 35 messages to each other in Spring
2000. On average, these messages were formed into 5–10 threads per
forum, with 3–4 messages per thread.
While none of the participants rated the experience negatively,
some pairs rated their interactions as more successful than others.
The successful pairs posted more messages overall with only brief lags
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between postings, had well-structured threads with topic coverage bal-
anced across messages, had student and mentor postings that were
similar in topic coverage and message length, and had very little overt
‘‘management’’ behavior by the mentors.
Limitations
The fact that the participant sample represented a small, fairly specific
group limits the extent to which these findings can be generalized to
other electronic mentoring contexts. For example, we do not know if
the findings are influenced by the participants’ discipline (natural
science), organizational and institutional settings (R&D corporations
and universities in the USA), socio-economic class, ethnicity and/or
gender of participants. Nonetheless, the results do offer a depth of
understanding that might not be available from a broader analysis of
a larger participant group. Further studies utilizing other populations
should test the robustness of the findings.
Interviews conducted for this project focused on overall evaluation
of the program. In future studies, we recommend that interview ques-
tions focus on specific issues of mentor–prote´ge´ interaction that
emerged in this study and previous research, for example, whether
participants were aware of the structure of their exchange, attempts
by either participant to manage the exchange, or mirroring within the
exchange.
Implications for e-mentoring programs
While the limitations of the current study must be taken into account,
the results suggest ways in which future e-mentoring programs can
improve the likelihood that prote´ge´s and mentors will have a positive
experience. In the program studied here, it was suggested that men-
tors and prote´ge´s plan to exchange messages weekly. The results indi-
cate that this suggestion be made even more strongly, to avoid time
lags, generally interpreted by participants as non-responsiveness or a
lack of interest by their partners. In addition, participants should be
encouraged to begin their interactions with messages covering a range
of topics. Mentors should also be encouraged to form horizontal rela-
tionships, treating the prote´ge´s as equal participants, rather than tak-
ing a more supervisory tone. Finally, it would be useful to provide
additional training in using Web-based discussion software, particu-
larly in relation to the use of the software’s reply function to form
well-defined threads of discussion.
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The e-mentoring programs studied here were embedded within the
context of particular university classes. The class instructors were
enthusiastic about providing this opportunity to their students and set
aside some class time for the program kick-off session. However, the
program was voluntary for the student participants and participation
was not considered in evaluating the student’s coursework. Both the
instructors and the students responded positively to this model. How-
ever, while such a program may be desired by individual teachers, it
is generally beyond their capabilities to establish and maintain.
Course management software that is currently available needs to be
customized to allow private mentor-prote´ge´ discussion, and most
teachers do not have the time or the technical skills to perform this
customization. Because a mentoring program would be a desirable
addition to many university courses, we encourage software develop-
ers to make this functionality a standard part of future course man-
agement software.
Suggestions for future research
The current study reported on two implementations of an e-mentor-
ing program, developed on a single Web-based platform. Future re-
search should expand the scope of this study in two ways. First,
future studies of e-mentoring programs should examine a wider range
of interaction channels, to see how they interact with each other. For
instance, some of the participants in these studies asked about the
possibility of videoconferencing or telephone conversations. Others,
particularly mentors, asked about the use of e-mail for communicat-
ing with their partners. For the current study, videoconferencing was
not technically feasible and telephoning and e-mail were discouraged
in order to focus our attention on Web-based discussion forums. Fu-
ture studies should explore people’s use of a repertoire of communica-
tion channels, to understand their interactions and how people select
particular channels for particular purposes. Second, future studies
should study longer-term e-mentoring programs. Each of the two
implementations studied here was one semester in length. It’s possible
that, given more time, pairs initially less satisfied may develop stron-
ger relationships and, thus, have a more satisfying experience. Simi-
larly, those initially satisfied may become less satisfied over time.
Longitudinal studies can help illuminate whether e-mentoring among
the same mentors and prote´ge´s is sustainable over time.
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